Cemetery Searcher
Online Burial Records linked to an Interactive Cemetery Map

Cemetery Searcher is an online

your staff valuable time previously

cemetery search facility which enables

spent searching through burial

the public to easily search digitised

record books.

From this...

burial records to find ancestors, as
well as any other people of interest,

The search results display the burial

and locate their grave or memorial

information legally allowed in the

on a digital map. With its easy-to-use

public domain including the deceased’s

search interface and rapid processing
speeds, Cemetery Searcher will save
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at death, date of death and additional
recorded comments such as occupation.

...to this!

Features
»» Using our unique search platform,
burial plots can be quickly located
and highlighted on a map.
»» Additional documents such as

»» Search results and the map can
be printed.
»» The landing page can be easily
personalised by displaying your

headstone photographs or burial

organisation’s name, logo and a

register scans can be included and

background image of your choice.

displayed.

»» The cemetery map itself uses
high quality digital Ordnance
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Survey. There is also an extensive
background map using the
OpenStreetMap (R) API to show the
cemetery’s location.
»» The site can be accessed on your
smart phone which enables quick
and convenient access to your burial
records and map whilst on-site.

Cemetery Searcher
Search and locate your cemetery records quickly on a map

Description

...and plots the burial location on a map!

»» Allows the public to easily search for records within your
digitised cemetery database to find ancestors, family
members and any other people of interest.
»» Displays information on the plot occupier’s forename,
surname, grave number, age at death, date of death and
additional comments e.g. occupation.
»» Using our unique search platform, burial plots can be
quickly located and highlighted on a map and linked to
additional documents e.g. photographs.
»» With its easy-to-use search interface and rapid processing
times, Cemetery Searcher will save you valuable time
searching through old records.
»» Uses the most up-to-date Ordnance Survey data available,
which shows all surrounding features for context and
remains crystal clear at all scales.

Process
Requirements: A digital map of your cemetery and digital
burial records.
Digital Map: If you already have a digital map we may be able
to convert this for use in Cemetery Searcher. Alternatively
Pear Technology will create your digital cemetery map using
photocopies, photographs and scanned images of existing
material. If there are no useable maps available, we can arrange
for a cemetery to be professionally surveyed. Whatever methods

Quickly finds records related to your search criteria...

are used, we try to minimise impact on you and your staff.
Burial Records: Pear Technology will take a copy of your
digital burial records, which can be exported from most Burial
Administration Systems, and extract the relevant fields for use in
Cemetery Searcher. This process is repeated annually ensuring
the website remains up to date.

Further information
For further information and examples of
cemetery maps visit our website
www.peartechnology.co.uk, or to arrange a
no-obligation on-site demonstration, please
contact us on 023 9249 9689 or email
info@peartechnology.co.uk

System Requirements
Cemetery Searcher is a web-based application and so is ‘platform independent’ and will
only require that a good internet connection.
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